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IntroductionIntroduction

�� Almost all access control models have assumed Almost all access control models have assumed ““grant grant 
the access or deny itthe access or deny it””

�� Bind authorization rules with required operations such as Bind authorization rules with required operations such as 
logging and encryptinglogging and encrypting

�� Provisional action: tell the user that his request will be Provisional action: tell the user that his request will be 
authorized provided he (and/or the system) performs authorized provided he (and/or the system) performs 
certain security actions, e.g.certain security actions, e.g.
–– You are allowed to read sensitive information, but you must signYou are allowed to read sensitive information, but you must sign

terms and conditions firstterms and conditions first

–– If an unauthorized access request is submitted then deny the If an unauthorized access request is submitted then deny the 
access and a warning message must be sent to an administratoraccess and a warning message must be sent to an administrator
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Design PrinciplesDesign Principles

(Fundamentals)(Fundamentals)

�� Property propagation through hierarchiesProperty propagation through hierarchies
–– Hierarchical structures greatly facilitate specification and Hierarchical structures greatly facilitate specification and 

management of the access control policy rulesmanagement of the access control policy rules

–– Both permission and provisional action properties work similarlyBoth permission and provisional action properties work similarly

�� Typical propagation policiesTypical propagation policies
–– Most specific property takes precedenceMost specific property takes precedence

�� Broad and abstractBroad and abstract--level policy for larger groups and narrower level policy for larger groups and narrower 
policies for more specific groupspolicies for more specific groups

–– Path traversingPath traversing
�� Typical in many file systemsTypical in many file systems

�� Multiple hierarchiesMultiple hierarchies
–– e.g. group membership, object directory, role hierarchy, access e.g. group membership, object directory, role hierarchy, access 

modesmodes
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Design PrinciplesDesign Principles

(Flexibility)(Flexibility)

�� Flexible semantics for decisionFlexible semantics for decision--making processmaking process
–– Only positive permission and if not specified the access is deniOnly positive permission and if not specified the access is denied ed 

(closed policy)(closed policy)

–– Only negative permission and if not specified the access is Only negative permission and if not specified the access is 
granted (open policy)granted (open policy)

–– Both positive and negative permission and prefer positive (or Both positive and negative permission and prefer positive (or 
negative) if both hold at the same timenegative) if both hold at the same time

�� Flexible provisional authorization policiesFlexible provisional authorization policies
–– Provisional actions only associated with objectProvisional actions only associated with object

–– Provisional actions only associated with subjectProvisional actions only associated with subject

–– Provisional actions associated with both subject and  objectProvisional actions associated with both subject and  object
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Authorization ArchitectureAuthorization Architecture

�� AEF:AEF: Access Control Enforcement FunctionAccess Control Enforcement Function

�� ADF:ADF: Access Control Decision FunctionAccess Control Decision Function

�� ADI:ADI: Access Control Decision InformationAccess Control Decision Information

�� ACPR:ACPR:Access Control Policy RulesAccess Control Policy Rules
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PBACPBAC

�� Define a fundamental authorization mechanism and then formalize Define a fundamental authorization mechanism and then formalize a a 
provisionprovision--based access control modelbased access control model

��

Foundation Model

Combined Authorization Model

Conventional Authorization Model Provisional Authorization Model
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Foundation ModelFoundation Model

Primitive ComponentsPrimitive Components

��

–– Each Each TTii represent a hierarchyrepresent a hierarchy

�� e.g. group membership hierarchye.g. group membership hierarchy

–– Each Each SSjj represents authorization properties represents authorization properties 

�� e.g. access modes and permission flagse.g. access modes and permission flags

��

��
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Foundation ModelFoundation Model

Primitive FunctionsPrimitive Functions

��

–– A mappingA mapping

––

��

–– A mappingA mapping

��

–– A mappingA mapping
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PBAC Authorization ModelPBAC Authorization Model

PBAC Data SetPBAC Data Set

��

��

��

��
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Authorization Architecture Authorization Architecture 

ComponentsComponents

�� Authorization Architecture ComponentsAuthorization Architecture Components::

–– Decision Request (DR):Decision Request (DR):

–– Access Decision (AD):  (            ,                   )Access Decision (AD):  (            ,                   )

–– Access Control Decision Information: Access Control Decision Information: 

–– Access Control Policy Rules:Access Control Policy Rules:
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Basic Authorization PoliciesBasic Authorization Policies

�� Propagation policyPropagation policy

–– Most specific property takes precedenceMost specific property takes precedence

–– Path traversingPath traversing

–– Example: appropriate rule for Example: appropriate rule for ““gg””::

�� : : ““gg””, else , else ““ee””, else , else ““cc””, else , else ““aa””..

�� : : ““gg””, , ““ee””, , ““cc””, and , and ““aa””

a

b

d e

c

f g
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Basic Authorization PoliciesBasic Authorization Policies

�� Priority policies for hierarchyPriority policies for hierarchy
–– Object hierarchy takes precedenceObject hierarchy takes precedence

–– Subject hierarchy takes precedenceSubject hierarchy takes precedence

–– Result of the lexicographic ordering of two hierarchies TResult of the lexicographic ordering of two hierarchies T11, T, T22 varies varies 
according to the order of input to the lexicographic orderaccording to the order of input to the lexicographic order

�� ((a,xa,x)) ((a,xa,x))

�� ((a,ya,y), (), (a,za,z)) ((b,xb,x), (), (c,xc,x))

�� ((b,xb,x), (), (c,xc,x)) ((a,ya,y), (), (a,za,z))

�� ((b,yb,y), (), (b,zb,z), (), (c,yc,y), (), (c,zc,z)) ((b,yb,y), (), (b,zb,z), (), (c,yc,y), (), (c,zc,z))

a

b c

x

y z

T1 T2
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Authorization ModelAuthorization Model

��

��

�� 1. Membership handling step1. Membership handling step

–– ClsMapClsMap, , GrpMapGrpMap

�� 2. Propagation handling step2. Propagation handling step

–– : the chain started from : the chain started from ccjj and goes to the root element of and goes to the root element of ObjSetObjSet
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Authorization ModelAuthorization Model

�� 2. Propagation handling step 2. Propagation handling step –– Example of chains:Example of chains:

If {O5,O6} returned by ClsMap (step1) and 

If {O5,O6} returned by ClsMap (step1) and 
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Authorization ModelAuthorization Model

�� 3. Hierarchy priority handling step3. Hierarchy priority handling step

�� 4. Rule Selection step4. Rule Selection step
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Authorization ModelAuthorization Model

�� 5. Property Retrieval function call step5. Property Retrieval function call step

–– Calls      with argumentsCalls      with arguments

�� 6. Conflict resolution function call step6. Conflict resolution function call step

–– Calls Calls 

�� Denials take precedenceDenials take precedence

�� Grants take precedenceGrants take precedence

�� Conflicts make an exceptionConflicts make an exception

�� Default denial policyDefault denial policy

�� Default grant policyDefault grant policy
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��

��

�� 11--4 are identical with those described in the4 are identical with those described in the

�� 5. Property Retrieval function call step5. Property Retrieval function call step

–– Calls      with argumentsCalls      with arguments

�� 6. Conflict resolution function call step6. Conflict resolution function call step

–– Calls  Calls  

�� rearrangement provisional actionsrearrangement provisional actions

Provisional Authorization ModelProvisional Authorization Model
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��

–– A sequence of          ,             :A sequence of          ,             :

–– Works as if it hadWorks as if it had

�� Semantics:Semantics:

–– A decision request is A decision request is allowedallowed if the resolved permission is positive, provided all if the resolved permission is positive, provided all 

provisional actions are executed successfully.provisional actions are executed successfully.

–– A decision request is A decision request is not allowednot allowed if the resolved permission is denial, however all if the resolved permission is denial, however all 

provisional actions must still be executed.provisional actions must still be executed.

Combined Authorization ModelCombined Authorization Model
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An ExampleAn Example

2020

An ExampleAn Example

�� Membership handlingMembership handling

�� Propagation handling:Propagation handling:
–– QOQO11 = {= {file_yfile_y},  QO},  QO22 = {= {dir_adir_a},  QS},  QS11= {all, research}= {all, research}

�� Hierarchy priority handling:Hierarchy priority handling:
–– TSTS1,11,1 =                                 TS=                                 TS2,12,1 = = 

�� Rule Selection:Rule Selection:
–– = {R3}                         = {R1}= {R3}                         = {R1}

�� Property (permission) retrieval function call:Property (permission) retrieval function call:
–– = = 

–– =           =           

�� Property (provision) retrieval function call:Property (provision) retrieval function call:
–– ==

�� Access Decision = (      ,                     )Access Decision = (      ,                     )
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Role HierarchyRole Hierarchy

�� A role hierarchy is a setA role hierarchy is a set
–– is a set of rolesis a set of roles

–– indicates the role hierarchyindicates the role hierarchy

–– is a function:                               is a function:                               
�� returns the current roles which have been activated by the initireturns the current roles which have been activated by the initiating subjectating subject

�� Replacement of group hierarchyReplacement of group hierarchy

�� AdditionAddition
––

––

–– More variation in priority policy:More variation in priority policy:
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Application ExamplesApplication Examples

�� Web ApplicationWeb Application
–– Data confidentialityData confidentiality

–– NonNon--repudiationrepudiation

–– Charging access feesCharging access fees

–– Firewall systemsFirewall systems
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Application ExamplesApplication Examples

�� Traditional access control policiesTraditional access control policies
–– Chinese wallChinese wall

??

ThanksThanks


